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ME LA RIFO
Ruben Contreras, Department of Art & Desgin, Northeastern Illinois University, Chicago, IL 60625
I will be presenting in a 12-minute artist talk followed by an in depth of the contents of my
solo presentation. I confront the issues of heritage while shining light on struggles on migrant asylum
seekers and the oppression of the trans community in Latin America. I bring different POV on the “one
and done” news story that is still ongoing yet never reported on further. The prints are various works
showing the journey for families, women, children including the trans community to seek asylum from
South America and what has driven them to such lengths. I am also displaying a board game with a deck
of cards referencing my life and identity. In the larger works are embedded butterflies representing the
new wave of DREAMERS alongside empanadas. The same empanadas Nicolas Maduro, President of
Venezuela ate during a live address denying the national fame. Alongside these prints will be the
rendition of the board game La Loteria with new icons and symbolism of nouns found to have impacted
my inconsistent life as consistent as the game itself. The game celebrates my heritage as a Chicano
embracing the old with the new both my lineage and my upbringing defining me. Printmaking these
narratives allows me to bring a personal feel rather than a digital screen to situations briefly discussed
when they are still ongoing. Rather than a massed produced colored game board printing on hand cut
chipboard in only black personalizes the content inviting the viewer to look at a simplified version of the
popular game. With these prints leave the viewer to view items that construct my life while confronting
undealt issues plaguing many people in their last-ditch efforts. The board game will give a glimpse into
what has shaped me as a Chicano individual and how I view life as a game of chance. While showing the
chances Migrants take to reach the U.S. leaving the viewer to confront these scenes rather than scrolling
away to the next topic on their newsfeed.

